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BEGIN RECORDING: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – ARMSTRONG’S QUARTERS 

 

The door SHUTS and LOCKS. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (reading under her     

     breath) 

   You will need... hmmm. Don’t     

   have that... guess I could use    

   my sleeping bag for a mat...     

   ok, well, incense is a massive    

   fire hazard so we’re definitely    

   not going with that... 

 

We hear a RUSTLE as she unrolls her sleeping bag. She SITS 

down. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   That’ll have to do. God, I feel   

   stupid... Well, let’s start    

   this thing. 

 

BUTTON presses. A recorded meditation guide starts playing 

through speakers. The instructor is one of those annoyingly 

calm people that drinks blended grass and named her child 

“Kale”. We hear some “soothing” background music: think pipes 

and windchimes. 

 

     INSTRUCTOR 

    (soothing but annoying) 

   Welcome to your guided meditation   

   tape. Thank you for choosing    

   YouMeditate for your meditation   

   needs. I’m your meditation     

   instructor and I’ll be guiding    

   you a more relaxed state by     

   teaching you to focus on your    

   breathing. This will help to     

   calm your mind and relax your    

   body. 

 

   Start by finding a comfortable   

   position to sit in. Try crossing   

   your legs and straightening your   

   back.  

 

Armstrong lets out a long, relaxing breath. 
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     INSTRUCTOR (CONT.) 

   Gooooood. Now, close your eyes.    

   Feel the blackness and existential   

   dread closing in. Do you feel it?    

   That’s very good. Now, forget all    

   about it, and just relax. Feel    

   your muscles... relax. Just let    

   your body unwind and simply...   

   relax. Well done. Bring your     

   attention to your surroundings,    

   but keep your eyes closed. Feel    

   the floor under your feet. Feel    

   how the air moves against your    

   skin. Now, taste. What can you   

   taste? Focus on your mouth and    

   nose, and think about what you   

   can taste and smell. Gooooood.    

   Finally, move your awareness to    

   your ears. Focus on your     

   surroundings. What can you hear? 

 

BEAT. Then, EXTREMELY LOUD BANGING! 

 

Armstrong lets out a mini-scream of frustration and hits the 

PAUSE button. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   What the HELL is that godawful   

   noise?! 

 

The BANGING stops. 

 

     SASCHA 

    (muffled, through the    

     door) 

   Sorry, Dr. Armstrong... we didn’t   

   realise you were in here... it’s   

   fixed now, anyway. Probably. I   

   mean, it’s half-fixed – or half-   

   broken, depending on your perspective  

   - so we should be done pretty soon.  

   In fact, we should be done very soon!  

   Whatcha doing in there, anyway? Is   

   it cool? Will it involve explosions?  

   Can we see what – 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Go away, Sascha! And don’t let me   

   catch you around here again! 
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     SASCHA 

   Yes, Dr. Armstrong, sorry, Dr.   

   Armstrong! 

 

SILENCE. Armstrong breathes a sigh of relief. She hits the 

PLAY button and the recording begins again. 

 

     INSTRUCTOR 

   Now it’s time to think about    

   our position in the universe.    

   Where are you now? Think about   

   your coordinates. Is there a    

   sun nearby? Have you seen a     

   moon recently? Picture your    

   galactic surroundings in your    

   mind’s eye. Picture how small    

   you are compared to the vast    

   and infinite backdrop of space.   

   Do you feel small yet? Gooooood.   

   You are tiny and insignificant,   

   a single drop in the vast ocean   

   of time, and the planets move    

   in their multitudes around you.   

   Isn’t it relaxing to know how    

   insignificant you are? And -    

   breathe. 

 

Armstrong lets out a DEEP BREATH. 

 

There is the sudden sound of DRILLING. Armstrong hits PAUSE. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   What NOW? 

 

     SASCHA 

    (muffled, behind the    

     door) 

   I don’t know, Darcey, I keep    

   trying to reroute this thing    

   but nothing seems to be working,   

   maybe we should call Gabriel    

   in. 

 

     DARCEY 

    (muffled) 

   Do you think maybe it’s the     

   fixture? 
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     SASCHA 

    (muffled) 

   Nah, I reckon it’s something    

   to do with that one circuit    

   board over there, it looks    

   like something’s sticking it... 

 

Armstrong takes a BREATH that sounds less relaxing and more 

like she’s about to commit a murder. She presses PLAY again. 

 

     INSTRUCTOR 

   Now it’s time to level our chi.   

   As with all aspects of the     

   universe, it’s important to     

   incorporate perfect balance into   

   everything we do. Everything is   

   part of a balance: the gaseous    

   exchange in human lungs, the    

   endless cycle of water that    

   brings life to the cosmos, the   

   temperate regions of habitable   

   star zones. You must balance    

   yourself, just like them. Focus   

   on your inner spirit. Can you    

   feel it? Gooooood. Focus on what   

   it looks like. Are you proud    

   and majestic, like a stag on    

   the mountain? Or are you fierce   

   and determined, a lion on the    

   plains? Or are you weak and timid,   

   like a mouse hiding in the    

   cupboard? Let your spirit soar   

   within you, let it coast through   

   you and revel in the deep, dead   

   silence that we all crave... 

 

A sound like a CHAINSAW starts up. Armstrong presses pause. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Oh, this is just fucking ridiculous! 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (muffled, behind the    

     door) 

   I don’t know, Sascha, are you    

   sure this is going to help? 
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     SASCHA 

    (muffled) 

   Sure it is, Gabe! Now, you hold   

   this end... and Darcey, you hold   

   this end... are we all ready? On   

   three. One, two – 

 

Armstrong FLINGS open the door. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Right, that is IT! I’m done! I’m   

   done with all of you! I try to    

   get five minutes of peace and    

   quiet without people bleeding    

   out on me or some major disaster   

   threatening to destroy the ship,   

   but none of you lot can hold it   

   together for a single second,    

   can you? I have had it up to     

   HERE with your ridiculous noises   

   and whatever the hell you’re    

   trying to do with that wall. I’m   

   going to the med-bay, and don’t   

   you dare disturb me for the     

   next three hours or you’ll be    

   more than sorry, you’ll be dead.   

   Do you understand? 

 

SILENCE. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

    (the wrath of titans    

     inside her) 

   I said, do you understand? 

 

     DARCEY, SASCHA     

     AND GABRIEL 

    (mumbling) 

   Yes, Dr. Armstrong. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   You’d better. 

 

She STOMPS off. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Do you think that worked? 

 

     SASCHA 

   I think it did! 
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High fives are exchanged. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   What was the point of all that,   

   anyway? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Oh, you don’t want Dr. Armstrong   

   listening to that meditation book,   

   Gabe. It’s a nightmare. My first   

   cousin twice-removed tried it,    

   and after a week she was building   

   flower crowns and trying to make   

   us bathe in the river to “purify”   

   us. 

 

     DARCEY 

   It’s true. Ship-generation humans   

   were super weird. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Do you think she’ll forgive us   

   before our next medical exams? 

 

Sascha and Darcey BURST OUT LAUGHING. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Oh, I have no doubt that she’ll   

   be the same old Dr. Grumpy-Guts   

   for the next decade. But at least   

   she won’t try and make us hold   

   hands and sing. 

 

     DARCEY 

    (grinning) 

   And I wouldn’t have it any other   

   way. 

 

 

 

RECORDING STOPS. 

 

END BONUS EPISODE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


